
DESCRIPTION: 

In recent years techno music is hugely back on the dancefloors & dance scene. Apollo Sound 
can't ignore this fact, that's why we've made our first techno sample pack called Aftertouch 
Melodic Techno Samples. The pack offers you a rich sound palette of the best melodic techno 
samples, loops, melodies & more. Let's take a look inside…


We've used 15+ different top-notch hardware & virtual synthesizers to make this collection extra 
exclusive & super melodic. So it is logical, therefore, that the main thing in this pack is melodic 
loops & chord progressions. You'll receive a huge amount of supersonic mellow keyboards, 
flowing arpeggios, extra deep pads and more. As usual, it also includes industry-standard techno 
drum loops & suitable synth basses. And if you want to resample any music loops, no worries, we 
have fully detailed midi files inside.


Besides the loops, you'll find a collection of custom-made techno drum samples (drum hits), 
atmospheric sound effects, and the set of techno synth patches (synth presets) for your favorite 
synths: Serum & Massive. For your convenience all the one-shots & effects are staffed in NI 
Kontakt sampler patches, so you'll also get Kontakt drum kits to play with. Yeap, all this is inside!


This pack is inspired by such great artists of melodic techno subgenre like Art-Bat, CamelPhat, 
Yotto, Solomun & Marino Canal. To the point, melodic techno is a subgenre that is tightly related 
to Deep House & Progressive House. So this pack greatly fits the genres listed above but also can 
be useful to producing any other style of modern electronic music. And no worries, it's 100% 
Royalty-Free so you can use it in any commercial project. So make less drama & more techno!


Please note: Every sound featured in the audio demo is INCLUDED in this sample pack!


SPECS:

1228 Sound Files Total;

Full Archive Size:  1.62 GB;

12 Construction Kits;

110 Drum Loops (25 Full, 85 Stems);

25 Synth Bass Loops (+midi);

16 Keyboard Loops (+midi);

50 Synth & Arp Loops (+midi);

21 Pad Loops (+midi);

15 Serum Presets;

15 Massive Presets;

90 Drum Samples;

110 Midi Files;

31 Effects;

07 NI Kontakt Patches;

24Bit 44.1KHZ;

100% Royalty-Free;

Key & BPM labeled;

Bpm 122-134.


Requirements:

XFer Records Serum Version 134b5 or higher;

NI Massive 1.5.5;

NI Kontakt.


